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Missing spots in low-energy electron-diffraction patterns
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A method for the deduction of structural information from the regular distribution of zero-
intensity reflections, or missing spots, in LEED (low-energy electron-diffraction) patterns is
described. The method applies to the cases in which LEED spots are missing at all incident electron
energies and angles. Applications are discussed for the cases of CI001]2X 1 (for which a structural
model is derived), Si [001]2 X 2 (which is found to be inconsistent with the missing-spot pattern ob-

served), and GeI111]c(2X8) [which is shown to be consistent with experiment, while a p(2X8)
structure is not].

I. INTRGDUCTIGN

It is well known in x-ray crystallography that certain
types of symmetry affect the diffraction pattern of crys-
tals with those types of symmetry; in particular, certain
types of reflection may be absent. These so-called sys-
tematic absences of certain types of reflection can give
valuable clues to the atomic arrangement in the crystal
studied; they may limit the possibilities to two or three ar-
rangements, or even to a single type of arrangement. '

Similarly, in surface crystallography, certain types of sym-
metry affect the low-energy electron-diffraction (LEED)
pattern of surfaces with those symmetry elements. Sys-
tematic absences of certain types of reflection occur in
LEED patterns as well, but comparatively little attention
has been devoted to them heretofore. In LEED crystal-
lography, the systematic absences are commonly referred
to as "missing spots" because on the fluorescent screen of
display-type LEED equipment the spots that correspond
to the absent reflections are missing. In simple cases, such
as the formation of a c(2X2) (or v 2Xv2 —45') super-
structure over a square-net surface, the missing spots of
the type —,

'
h —,

' k with h +k odd have long been recognized
as indicative of a centered net, but are simply a conse-
quence of the use of nonprimitive net vectors. In other,
more complicated, cases, missing spots have been shown
to be caused by the existence of glide lines and have
indeed proved useful in the search for structural informa-
tion. ' These types of missing spots, however, depend
upon the relative orientation of the incident wave vector
with respect to the surface structure —spots that are miss-
ing at normal incidence may be observable at nonnormal
incidence. A third type of missing spots is caused simply
by the fact that the intensity of the corresponding reflec-
tion is very weak and therefore not observed [see, e.g. , the
LEED patterns of GeI 111I 2 X 1 —8 and GeI 111j 1 X 1-Al
(Ref. 6)].

In ihe present study we are concerned with what we
may call "absolute" missing spots in LEED patterns,
namely, the spots that are missing at all incident-electron

energies and all incident angles. The quotation marks on
the word "absolute" are meant to indicate that the spots
are missing because the corresponding reflections have
vanishing structure factors only in the limit of kinematic
scattering. Two important examples of such "absolute"
missing spots are found in the LEED patterns of dia-
mond, CI111I2&&1, and GeI111Ic(2X8), both discussed
below. The LEED patterns from these two surfaces are
reproduced schematically in Figs. 2 and 8, respectively,
where the "absolute" missing spots are indicated with
crosses. The cases that we are going to consider are those
in which the Inissing spots are regularly distributed in the
LEED pattern so that we can recognize well-defined
missing-spot nets. In Sec. II we develop a procedure that
allows one to deduce structural information from the
properties of such missing-spot nets. In Sec. III, we apply
the procedure, in turn, to the reconstructed diamond
{111Isurface, the SiI001]2X2 structure, and the recon-
structed Ge I 111I surface.

II. METHGD

Since the phase shifts of atoms are functions of energy,
the existence of "absolute" missing spots implies that the
unit mesh of the surface structure must contain two or
more identical atoms or groups of atoms —the waves scat-
tered from different atoms cannot cancel one another for
some reflections for ail energies. Thus, we assume that
the unit mesh of the surface contains N identical atoms,
or groups of atoms, located at positions R;(i =1 to N)
with respect to the origin of the unit mesh. In order for a
reflection, i.e., a LEED spot, to be missing in the kinemat-
ic approximation, the structure factor must vanish, i.e.,

g exp[ i ( k '"'—k—"")R; ]=0, (1)

where k '"' and k ""are the incident and scattered wave
vectors, respectively.

Note that for the reflection considered Eq. (1) must be
valid at all energies because the LEED spot is missing at
all energies. In order to see the consequence of this fact
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FIG. 3. Possible distribution of atoms on the C{ill]2X1
surface. Vectors a, and b, are the unit-mesh vectors of the sur-

face direct lattice. Circles indicate possible atomic positions. R;
vectors can be drawn from the origin to the five positions indi-

cated by circles (only R& has been drawn).

more g,. ,ex p(ig R;).=0 [Eq. (5)], or g, &'e. xp(ig R;)
= —1 [Eq. (9)], then the theorem claims that

~ 0 4
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N —1

g exp[i(g+mG, +nG, ) R, ]=—1,

m and n being integers. We see that

N —1

g exp[i(g+mG, +nGz) R;]

N —1

= g exp(ig R;)exp(imGi. R;)exp(inGi R;)

N —1

= g exp(ig R;)e px(im2 m; i)re x(pi n2 n~)

(12)

4 0 4
N —1

= g exp(i g R; ) = —1, Q.E.D.

(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Observed LEED pattern of three-domain

C{111I2X1 structure (schematic). (b) Single-domain LEED
pattern of C{111I2X1structure. a,* and b,* are the primitive

vectors of the surface reciprocal net; G& and G2 define a net of
missing spots.

for all R s, i.e., that

Qs
(a)

6, R,-=2m, m,

where m; is an integer. An analogous argument leads also
to the requirement

G2 R;=2n;m. ,

where n; is an integer.
(iii) Theorem 2. If there exists a set of vectors R; defin-

ing the positions of N equal atoms (or equal groups of
atoms) in the unit mesh of the direct lattice, such that Eq.
(5) is satisfied with g being a reciprocal net vector that
identifies a particular missing spot in a net of missing

spots defined by vectors Gi and G2, then the same set of
R; s will satisfy Eq. (5) for any missing spots in the same
missing-spot net.

(iu) Proof of theorem 2. Given a set of R s such that
Gi.R;=2m;ir and G2 R;=2n;m [Eq. (8)], and further-

FIG. 4. Configurations (a)—(c) are all consistent with the
missing-spot net observed in LEED patterns from C{111I 2 X 1.
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%c Q0% describe thc procedure for detefImning the vec-

tors R; bp coIlsidcring as an example the reconstructed

I 111j surface of diamond, denoted as CI 111j2X1. Fig-
ure 2(a) depicts the schematic LEED pattern of a three-
domain CI 111j2X 1 structure as it is observed experi-
mentally, and Fig. 2(b) shows schematically the LEED
pattern that a single-domain CI 1 1 1 j2X 1 structure would
produce. In general, me can write the unit-mesh vectors

G~ and Gz of the missing-spot net in terms of the primi-

tive vectors a, and b, of the surface reciprocal net as fol-
IQYVS:

(13)

We see from Fig. 2(b) that for CI lllj2X1, H& ——6,
E~ ——0, H2 ——2, and Eq ——l. If we define the vectors R; in

terms of the unit-mesh vectors a, and b, of the recon-
stI'Uctcd 2g I structure in direct space,

R; =8;,a, +Bibb, ,

with 0&8;, & 1 and 0&8;b & 1, then the requirements of
theorem I,

0) R;=2m;m. and G2 R;=2n;m. ,

FIG. 5. In hypothetical case (a) X=4, but these are two dif-
fercnt subgroups of two atoms each that produce the same

missing-spot pattern (Ro is unknown). This case can be reduced
to % =2 with larger but equal atom groups [shown by dashed
lines in (b)].

H)R;, +EIRg ——m;, H2A;, +E;2Rg, ——n; .

Hence, we get for the components of R;,

mi EI I H( m; I H) E1 '

~ib B=
n; E2 D' 'b H2 n; g)

' H2 E2

(15) In the case of CI 111j2X 1, we obtain

R;, =m;/6 and R;b n; —2R;, , ——

and the possible R vectors are those drawn from the ori-

gin to the circles in Fig. 3 (in the figure only R, has been
drawn). Thus, the maximum value that N can have is 6,
and therefore there are five possible values of R; (R6 being
at the origin),

TABLE I. C j 111j2 X 1, X ls the possible number of atoms or
group of atoms in the unit cell; Comb. is the combination of R; s
from (18) that satisfies Eq. (9); Model represents the conclusions
about the rcsUlting structural models.

Comb. Model

R) ——a, /6+2b, /3, R2 ——a, /3+ b, 2/3, R3——a, /2,

R4——2a, /3+2bg/3, R5 ——5a, /6+ bg/3 .

RI, R2, R3

R),R2, R5

R2, R3,Rg

RI,R3,R4.

RI,R4, R5

R3,R4, R5

Fig. 4(a)

1 g 1, excluded

Fig. 4(a)

Fig. 4(b)

Fig. 4(c)

1+1, cxcludcd

1&1, excluded

Fig. 4(c)
Fig. 4(b)
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FIG. 6. Possible structure of the CI 111j2X 1 surface.
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Only certain combinations of these vectors will generate
the mlss1ng-spot Ilet observed (Fig. 2), liaiildy, tliose com-
binations that satisfy Eq. (9) with N &6 and any g point-
ing to a missing spot in thc LEED pattern.

To find out which combinations are acceptable we
select, e.g., the missing spot I' in Fig. 2(b), so that

g =3a,', and then calculate the following relations:

exp(ig Ri)= —1, exp(ig R"2)=1, exp(ig R3)= —1,
(19)

exp(ig Rq) =1, exp(ig. R5) = —1 .

We now assume that N =2. Only one of the R s will
then be possible (remember that one of the N atoms or
group of atoms is at the origin): R2 and R& are excluded

because they do not satisfy Eq. (9). But either Ri or R3 or
Rs satisfies Eq. (9): Ri would produce the structural
model shown in Fig. 4(a), Rs would produce a 1 X 1 struc-

ture (a and b were defined as the unit-mesh vectors of the
2X1 structure) and is therefore excluded as inconsistent

with the observed 2X 1 pattern, and R5 would produce the
same model as Ri. Trying all possible values of N in a
similar fashion, we get the results summarized in Table I.
The only three possible models are drawn schematically in
Fig. 4. These results represent all we can get from con-
siderations of the missing-spot pattern. Other considera-
tions may allow further reduction of the number of possi-
ble models as dIscussed 1Q thc next section.

It is possible that the N equal atoms or groups of atoms
can be subdivided into two or more subsets, each of which
produces the same missing spots. For example, a struc-
ture with N =4 can be treated as the sum of two N =2
structures, a structure with N = 5 as the sum of one N =2
and one N =3 structure, etc. This procedure could be ap-
plied to the case N =4 in Table I, i.e., the surface unit
mesh could contain two subsets of atom groups, and in
each subset the equal groups would be related to one
another by way of vector Ri, as depicted schematically in
Fig. 5(a). Unknown in this case would be the translational

vector Ro which translates one subset to the other. Obvi-
ously, however, such a structure could be treated as one
with X =2, the groups related by Rj now being larger, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). The internal constitution of the
groups would still be unknown. Thus, in the example of
CI11112X1 treated above, we still would obtain the
models drawn in Fig. 4 as consistent with the missing-spot
net observed experimentally.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. CI111I2x1

In Sec. II, three structural Inodels shown schematically
in Figs. 4(a)—4(c) were found to produce the missing-spot
net defined in Fig. 2. However, two of these models [Figs.
4(b) and (c)] involve four atoms per reconstructed unit cell
and are therefore rejected as unlikely. The model depicted
in Fig. 4(a) for the first atomic layer seems reasonable and
we will discuss it further.

To determine the registry of the top layer with respect
to the bulk, we recall that the experiment revealed the ex-
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and (b) possible vectors joining equal atoms.
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istence of a mirror plane along the doubling direction a,'
(Fig. 2) and hence perpendicular to b, in direct space.
This requirement leads to the model depicted in Fig. 6.
The C—C bonds within the first layer are 1.456 A. long.
%C recall that the C—C bond length in bulk diamond is
1.542 A. and in graphite it is 1.420 A, the latter having
"one-third double-bond character. " Thus, in the model
of Fig. 6, the top-layer bonds have about 18% double-
bond character. This model involves only reconstruction
of the top-layer, with the deeper layers maintaining the
bulk structure. In principle, distortions of the second and
third atomic layers cannot be excluded, but, if present,
they must bc conslstcnt with thc cxistcncc of thc mirror
plane and with the requirements of Fig. 4(a).

There is some qualitative similarity between the model
presented in Fig. 6 and the m-bonded chain model pro-
posed by Pandey for the cleaved Sij ill j2X1 structure. s

However, the latter model involves tao chains and in gen-
eral does not cause systematically missing spots. Structur-
al differences between the C and the Si surfaces are not
surprising, not only because different, albeit similar,
atoms are involved, but also because the Cj ill j2X1
structure was prepared by thermal annealing, whereas the
Si j 111j2X1 surface can only be obtained by cleavage in
an ultrahigh vacuum.

It has been suggested by seveI'al authors ' that the
reconstruction of Si j001 j surfaces might include several
superstructures, and among others, a Sij001j2X2 super-
structure, provided that the ( —, —, )-like beams have always

very weak or vanishing intensities. W'e ask here, as an ex-
ercise for the missing-spot analysis presented above,
whether a Sij001j2X2 structure can exist that has zero
intensity, i.e., missing spots, at all ( —, —, )-like positions in

the I.EED pattern.
We assume, therefore, that the I.EED pattern looks like

the one depicted in Fig 7(a), a.nd we identify the net of

missing spots with thc two vectors 6( and G2 drawn ln

that figure. Thus, Gi ——2a,', and Gz ——2b,'. Using {8)and
(14} we find that R;, =m;/2 and R@——n;/2, resulting in

three possible vectors Ri, Rz, and R3 as shown in Fig.
7(b}. Thus X can be either 2, 3, or 4. For N =2, either Ri
alone, R2 alone, or R3 alone must be considered. It is easy
to see that Ri alone and R2 alone would generate a 2X1
structure, whereas R& alone would generate a c(2X2)
structure, all of which contradict the original assumption
of a 2X2 structure. Hence, we reject the case N =2. For
N =3 we fmd that either Ri and R2, Ri and R3, or R2 and

R3 produce the same structure, but when we test Eq. {9)
for the missing spot at g = a '+ b *, we find that the sum
of exponentials equals —2, and hence Eq. (9) is not satis-
fied. For %=4 we see immediately that the resulting
stx'ucture would be 1X1. Hence, we must conclude that a
Si j 001 j 2 X 2 superstructure with all ( —,

'
—,
' )-like spots

rigorously missing is not possible.

C. Gejllljc(2X8)

Thc observed three-doxnain LEED pattern and the cor-
responding single-domain LEED pattern are depicted
schematically ln Flg. 8. Flgulc 9 shows, ln dlrcct space
the primitive vectors a and b of the bulk unit mesh and
the boundaries, with dashed lines, of a 2X8 surface unit
mesh. If this unit mesh is centered then a smaller unit
mesh can be drawn (solid lines in Fig. 9) as defined by the
vectors a, and b, . Since a, =2a and b, =a+4b, wc la-
bel this structure with the matrix (i 0).

In Fig. 8(b), we define a net of missing spots with the
two unit-mesh vectors Gi ——2a,'+b,* and G2 2b,*,——and
from Eq. (8) we find three possible R s.

R, =a, /4+b, /2, R,=3m, /4+b, /2, R,=a, /2,
which have been drawn in the unit mesh in Fig. 9. First
assume that all three occur, i.c., that X=4. In this case

0 P---0---9 0
/ /

0 P 0,6 0
0 P 0 6 0

o d o P o
Rj

I-MIRROR PLAgE

Qs a
R~

FIG. 9. Unit mesh of e (2X 8) structure (dashed line) and unit

mesh of (i 4) structure on Gej 111j (solid line). a, and b, are

unit mesh vectors; R&, R2, and R3 are possible vectors joining
equal atom groups to explain the missing-spot pattern.

3URFACE
ATQM5

jst BULK-LAYER
ATOMS

FIG. 10. (a) Schematic distribution of equal atom groups in
the unit mesh of the Cxej ill jc(2X8} structure. (b) Possible
structure involving eight atoms per unit mesh and two equal
groups of atoms (1,2,3,4 and 5,6,7,8) consistent with (a).
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immediately because we see from Fig. 9 that with R& we
can redefine the unit mesh to the structure (i 4), which is
different from the starting structure and hence unaccept-
able. The choices of Ri alone or R2 alone lead to the same
structure, so we will consider the solution R~ only, repeat-
ed for clarity in Fig. 10(a}. Thus, the observed periodic
arrangement of missing spots leads us to the distribution
of equal atoms or groups of atoms depicted in Fig. 10(a).
We do not know the atomic arrangement inside each
group and we do not know the registry of the surface net
with respect to the bulk. If we assume that there are eight
atoms in each surface unit mesh, as shown in Fig. 10(b),
then the result of the missing-spot analysis tells us that
the group of atoms 1,2,3,4 is equal to the group 5,6,7,8.
This model is indeed the same as that proposed by Chadi
and Chiang. " The experiment (see, e.g., Jona' ), shows

that there is a mirror plane along Ri (parallel to b,*).
Hence, atoms 7 and 8 [Fig. 10(b)j must be mirror images
of one another (excluding, e.g., simple buckling models).
Furthermore, the surface-net registry must respect the
presence of this mirror plane, as done, e.g., by the model
of Fig. 10(b).

Os

(b)

FIG. 11. (a} Single-domain LEED pattern of hypothetical
GeI111I2X8 structure. (b) 2X8 unit mesh: Numbers indicate

the terminations of the vectors R1, . . . , R7 discussed in the text.

the surface structure could be described by a smaller unit

mesh than the one defined by a, and b, mentioned above,

namely, by the unit mesh defined by Ri and Rs (Fig. 9).
Since we see from Fig. 9 that Rs ——a and Ri ——a+2b, then
the structure would be defined by the matrix (i 2), dif-
ferent from the (i 4) we started from, and hence N =4 is
excluded. If N=3, we have three possibilities, and for
each possibility, we check whether (9) is satisfied for a

missing spot, say, g=b,' [Fig. 8(b)j: (i) Ri and R2 (see

Fig. 9) do not satisfy (9), (ii) Ri and Rs do not satisfy (9},
and (iii) R2 and R3 do not satisfy (9). Hence, the case
N =3 must be excluded.

We are left with the case N =2, which allows three pos-

sibilities: either R&, R2, or R3. The latter can be excluded

D. Ge I 111j 2X 8

The observed LEED pattern of a clean, reconstructed
GeI 111I surface has been ascribed in the literature to sur-
face unit meshes with 8X8, 4X8, and 2X8 periodici-
ties. ' ' As pointed out by Chadi and Chang' [who
suggested the c (2X8) unit mesh discussed above), all the
unit meshes proposed earlier reproduce all the observed
LEED spots, but, in addition, each one produces an appre-
ciable number of LEED spots which are not observed ex-
perimentally. We ask here whether a 2~8 unit mesh is
consistent with the observed missing-spot net. A single-
domain GeI111I2X8 LEED pattern would look like the
one depicted schematically in Fig. 11(a).

The missing-spot net is defined by the vectors Gi ——2a ",

and G2 ——4b,', and the unit mesh of this net contains four
missing spots, one each at g~ ——b,', g2

——2b,*, g3 ——3b,*,
and g4

——a', +2b,'. From Eq. (8) we get,

R;, =nt;l2 and R;b n;l4, ——

that is,
1 1 1 3R;, =0, —,, 1 and Rg, ——0, 4, —,, 4, 1 .

TABLE II. Values of exp(ig; RJ) for the four vectors g;, i =1 to 4 and the seven vectors

Rj j= 1 to 7, listed horizontally and vertically, respectively.

R1——b, /4
R2 ——b, /2
R3——3b, /4
R4 ——a, /2
R5 ——a, /2+ b, /4
R6 ——a, /2+ b, /2
R7 ——a, /2+3b, /4

g1 ——b, g2 ——2b g3 ——3b,* g 4——a,*+2b,*
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FIG. 12. Sole allowed distributio~ of atoms in the 2/8 unit

mesh (sohd lines) reduces the structuxe to the c(2X8) or (» 4)
unit mesh depicted in Fig. 9 (dashed lines).

Hence, thc possible R; s alc,

R) ——b, /4, R2= b, /2,
RI ——3bg /4, Rq ——a, /2,
Rg ——ag /2,

Rg ——a, /2+ bg/4, R6 ——ag/2+ b, /2,

R7 ——a, /2+3bg/4 .

These vectors RI, . . . , R7 can be visualized in the
sclMIIlatlc 2 X 8 untt IIleslI deptcted 111 Flg. 1 1 (b) as tile
vectors joining the origin 0 to the points labeled 1, . . . , 7,
respectively. Next, we must test whether Eq. (5), or (9), is
satisfied for all four missing spots identified by g ~, g2, gI,

and gq. For this purpose we construct Table II. %e note
that in the columns for g2 and g~ the values of exp

(i g *R ) are either 1 or —1 so in order to satisfy Eq. (9)
we can only take combinations of odd numbers of RJ, i.e.,
X must be even, that is, X=2, 4, 6, or 8,

For E =2 only one RJ is eligible at the time. %e see
from Table II that none of the rows adds up to —1, so Eq.
(9) is not satisfied. Thus N =2 is excluded. For N =4 we

consider all possible groups of three RJ's at the time. Of
thc 15 poss1ble combinations all but onc Glust be cxcludcd
[e.g., the combination 8„Rz,and AI indeed satisfies Eq.
(9) but we see fmm Fig. 11(b) that in this case the struc-
ture would be 2X2, not 2X8 as assumed initially]. The
only combination allovvcd 1s RI, R6, and R7, Which %'c dis-

cuss below. For X=6, we consider groups of five RJ*s at
the time and find that none of the 21 possible combina-
tions satisfies Eq. (9). For %=8, we see immediately,
from Fig 11(b) that the resulting structure would be 2X2
and thus cxcludcd.

The combination R&, R6, and R7 therefore, is the only
one allowed by the missing-spot analysis. We see fmm
Fig. 12 that this 2X8 structure is in reality a c(2X8)
structure and can be defined by the matrix ( ~ 4). We con-
clude therefore that a GeI 111]2X 8, structure is incompa-
tible with the observed missing-spot net, and we find
agaIII that tile c (2 X 8) 01 ( I 4), stIllcture ls acceptable. A
longer analysis would be required to exclude the
GeI 111I 8 X 8 structure.
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